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G.Engineering S.r.l. began manufac-
turing screen printing machinery over
ten years ago. The company consid-

ers automation the vehicle for reducing labour
costs and generating constant improvement in
quality. Equipment that is properly engineered,
certified for capability, has fast set-up proce-
dure and quality performance is what
A.G.Engineering provides. 

The company provides turnkey projects for
manual, semiautomatic and fully automatic
lines for the automotive glass industry, archi-
tectural glass for exterior and interior uses,
household appliances glass components, as
well as decorated mirrors.

Located in the area of Milan, northern 
Italy, A.G.Engineering is continuously con-
firming its strength in the market, selling its
equipment worldwide. Recent achieve-
ments include edge-to-edge screen printing on
glass and camera systems for screen alignment
on flat glass.

Keeping pace with the needs and
demands of the glass industry is not

always easy. Machinery
manufacturers need to bear in mind

shape, end use, glass type, size and,
above all, cost, if they want to

maintain their position in the market.
A.G.Engineering presents us with

some of its machinery in this article,
which, it says, can not only be the

answer to glassmakers needs, 
but is “cost effective” too.
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- two-post economic fully
automatic machines (AG-TP
700 x 700 millimetres);
- four-post economic

fully automatic machines (AG-
HEP 700 x 1300 millimetres); 

- two top machines with very fast cycle
times (6 and 7 seconds);

- AG-H  belt machine with self centring sys-
tem located inside the printing table; and

• AG-HS shuttle machine with self-centring
system outside the printing table.
The two top machines include two important

devices:
• squeegee equalizer, which allows to print

using the smallest pressure possible; and
• a special system to avoid drops of inks falling

from the squeegee onto the frame during
flood stroke.

Architectural
Semi-automatic and 3/4-automatic machines

are available for glass sheets up to 2500 x 6000
millimetres or more.

On the largest sizes, A.G.Engineering has
developed special printing heads where all the
printing parameters can be adjusted from the
operator panel view. 
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SCREEN PRINTING
A.G.Engineering’s screen printing product

range includes:
• appliances – where the company now has

five fully automatic machines for printing
appliances. This range includes:
- simple machines for single print and very

short cycle time (AG-K 700 x 700 millime-
tres – 4-5 seconds cycle);

AG-ST semi-
automatic machine
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78 The frame holding bars
can be easily moved through racks and locked
and/or unlocked pneumatically.

Automotive
A.G. Engineering has one of

the largest range of screen print-
ing machines from semiauto-
matic to fully automatic shuttle,
leading both long and short
edge.

These machines have impor-
tant options, among which a
very efficient edge-to-edge sys-
tem with a very short cycle
time.

Most of A.G.’s machines can be equipped
with the company’s famous patented camera
system, which allows to shorten machine set-up.

A.G. can also complete its screen printing
lines with any kind of handling system such as:
• synchronizing conveyors;
• inspection tables (flat, tilting etc.);
• 90° units;
• rotators;
• accumulators;
• loading and unloading units flat and tilting;
• pairing units for windshields;
• loading systems for tempering furnaces; and
• wet and dry powdering units.

Cost savings
A.G.’s ST semiautomatic screen printing

machines (from small to large sizes) are manu-
factured with cost savings in mind. They are
reciprocating table machines for thin glass, with
maximum glass thickness of five millimetres.

The AG-TP semiautomatic and 3/4-automatic
machines are the economical choice for 
handling large format printing, as they are eco-
nomic two position machines for glass 
sheet sizes from 700 x 700 up to 1000 x 2200
millimetres.

Using the above mentioned units, A.G. has
built complete lines, ranging from washing,
right up to the furnace.

Recent activities
The company has recently delivered five

screen printing lines for appliances to a big
glass group, two big lines for architectural and,
in addition, some shuttle type top screen 
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AG-TP 
semi-automatic
machine

printing machines  for automotive, which
include the CCD camera system and the edge-
to-edge device.

Dryers
A.G.Engineering has further improved its

dryers, which are its flagship products, small in
size but very efficient.

The company’s IR dryers can also have UV
units installed. The cooling units can be inte-
grated with an air exchanging chilling unit that
can greatly reduce the temperature of the glass
leaving the dryer.

Transportation systems on A.G.’s dryers can
be belt type, with fully automatic tracking sys-
tem, or roller ring type for heavy glass (up to 19
millimetres).

In addition to its regular line, A.G. has now
added an I.R. gas dryer using special catalytic
plates, enabling considerable energy savings
with the possibility of using both methane 
and propane. ■


